
“Hey Matej, find me a job…”

Leverage the power of AI
to speed up the job searching process

and increase conversion



Machines do
the work humans

are weak at



Leverage the power of AI

Identify problem

Find appropriate solution

Find the right place

Keep improving the engine

1.

2.

3.

4.



3% unemployment rate

30 % of users search only
by location

90 % of users visit job offers 
but don't apply

Challenges





As a job seeker 
I want to find a suitable job

as fast as possible.

As a business 
I want to deliver lot of 

relevant candidates in order 
to increase the value 

of my product.



Happy job seekers Happy customers



So, how does
it work?



JANE
Office manager
Facility manager

Assistant
Executive manager

Matej's recommendation

CAMILE
Assistant
Office manager
Executive manager
Facility manager

+ job offers similarity and visits



Find the right place

HomePage

SERP

Job offer

Application

Email



-37% applies
only 12% users clicked

Homepage



3% of all replies

No proven results yet from 
experiments

SERP



3x higher CTR via 
recommendation

Experiments with placement 
of recommendation

Email



8x higher probability to reply 
than at SERP

4x higher CTR than 
recommendation at SERP

After application



Improving the engine



Respect user's location

No proven impact on performance

Higher trust from users



+ 6% in replies
+ 14% in hire rate

Shorten user's history



+4% in replies

-3% in shortening the way to 
answer 

Based on time spent on job offer



¼  of all replies

50 % more replies 
from emails

Better user experience

Overall impact



Parsing CV with job offers 

“How to improve your CV”

Prediction of your career 

Personal assistant like Siri

Future of AI 
on Job portals



Kateřina Mňuková
katerina.mnukova@lmc.eu
linkedin.com/in/katerinamnukova
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